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March 11, 2018: Lift Every Voice 

Thematic Integration:  

SOULWORK: The Practice of Centering 

Core Concepts:  

We can work together to center what is most important.   

Key Phrases:  
Centering 

 

Gathering Circle and Chalice Lighting (10 minutes)  

Gather participants in a circle around the chalice. Explain that each session starts with a 

ritual. Ask if anyone knows what a ritual is. You may say: 

A ritual is something you do again and again, often at the same time of day. If you 

have a routine for going to bed, that is a kind of ritual. 

All around the world, Unitarian Universalists of all ages light chalices when they 

gather together. With this ritual, Unitarian Universalists can connect to one 

another, even though they might never meet each other. 

Now we will light the chalice, the symbol of our Unitarian Universalist faith; then 

say together our opening words. 

Light the chalice and invite the children to say the chalice lighting words with you: 

 

We light this chalice to celebrate 
Unitarian Universalism 

This is the church of the open mind 
This is the church of the helping hands 
This is the church of the loving heart.  

Together we care for the Earth and work for friendship and peace in 
our world.  

 

Check-in: Next, tell the children that each week after lighting the chalice, we will take 

time to share with one another. 

All of us come here on Sunday holding different feelings in our hearts: maybe you 

feel really happy and excited, maybe you feel sad or shy or nervous, or maybe 

sometimes you are just feeling silly. Whatever you are feeling, Church is a special 
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place where we can share with one another, so we will take turns sharing and 

listening.  

Point to the feelings cards and invite the children to each take a turn sharing their name, 

and pointing to how they are feeling today, allowing kids who do not wish to share to say 

“pass.”  

 
 TransitionTip: Spend a few minutes before moving on to describe the activities for the rest 

of your time together.  

Introducing Core Concepts: Wonderbox (15 Minutes)  

Bring the Wonderbox to the center of the circle and tell the kids that each week, the box 

will have within it a clue about the lesson.  

Today’s Wonderbox contains pictures of people—each person represents a “helper” 

that the children might find in their different communities.  

Ask participants to guess what is inside. Take some guesses, and then pass the box 

around for children to make observations. After the Wonderbox completes its journey 

around the circle, open the box and ask the children to help you carefully take the 

contents out so everyone can see them.  

Ask for the kids to describe the objects and pictures and ask what they think the objects 

have in common.  

Today, the children will be talking about the changes that children can make in our world 

together with the helpers and allies in their communities.  

Our theme this month is This month’s theme is SOULWORK: The Practice of 

Centering. As Unitarian Universalists, it is important to us to always try to make 

the world a better place. We might notice things in the world around us that are 

sad or unfair—when that happens, we remind one another to look for the helpers 

that are around us where ever we go. Then all of us, together, can work together as 

we grow our souls and serve the world. 

We have helpers here at church, you have helpers in your neighborhoods and in 

your schools.  

Where else might you find helpers?  

Who are the helpers?  

Brainstorm As the children answer the questions, above, write down their answers on a 

piece of newsprint on the wall. Tell them that they are a part of many different 

Communities. Soccer teams, church, neighbors, family, schools, dance studios, scout 
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troops are all examples of communities, and there are helpers in all of these places. 

Encourage them to list the names of people in their lives that they know to be helpers.  

Digging Deeper- Story (10 minutes) 

Tell the children that not only are they surrounded by helpers, but we can all be helpers, 

too! Ask them to think of ways that they can be helpers as they watch this video. Then, 

process with the guiding questions, below.  

 

 Kid President: How to Change the World 

Demonstrating Knowledge: Principles in Action (15 

minutes) 

The children can choose to do one or both of the following activities: 

1.) Make a card for a helper in one of your communities- is there a special teacher, friend or 

family member who is always there for you? Make them a card! If children want to write 

a note inside, help them write it out.  

2.) Create an I March For sign—one way that people throughout 

history, including children, have helped to make a difference is to 

gather together with lots of helpers to ask for change. This might 

be called a protest, rally or March. Children have famously 

marched for civil rights and to keep schools safe for all kiddos.  

If there is time, ask kids to present their projects back to the class or to do the other activity.  

 

 

Guiding Questions 

• What did you think of that video? 

• Do you think that kids can change the world?  

• How? 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4z7gDsSKUmU
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Closing the Circle (5 minutes) 

Gather the children in a circle. Show them the Wonder Box poster and explain that it 

looks like the Wonder Box because it is another place where we remind ourselves about 

our intangible gifts. Add “Fully Present” to the board this week. 

Invite the children to hold hands and repeat each line after you. 

Grateful for being. 

Grateful for being here. 

Grateful for being here, together. 

Lead the group to move the hand squeeze around the circle until everyone has had a 

chance to say the words. Invite children to all blow out the chalice together. 
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Session at-a-glance 

Activity Description Time 

(min) 

Supplies 

Gathering Circle/ Chalice 

Lighting 

Check-in  

Chalice Lighting and words 

10 ✓ Chalice, candle, Matches 

✓ Stones 

Introducing Core Concepts Community Helpers- what 

communities are you a part of- 

who are the helpers? 

15 ✓ Wonderbox 

✓ Pictures of people 

✓ Newsprint and markers 

 

Digging Deeper Video: Kid Presidemt 

 

10 ✓ Video 

✓ Ipad or computer 

 

Demonstrating Knowledge     Make a card for a helper and/or 

make an “I March for Sign”  

Sharing Time 

15 ✓ Card making materials 

✓ I March For signs 

Closing the Circle  5  

 

Total  55  

 

 


